It has been observed for many years that highly positive teachers and school cultures are directly linked to achievement scores and long-term success of students. It is now also known that positivity training can have a direct impact on stress, productivity and team dynamics.

In school business the day-to-day stresses of budgeting, staffing, student data, new legislation, and more can affect your team, health and personal outlook. This training provides the support needed to create an optimistic culture with research based strategies that can immediately be implemented.

By prioritizing a deep understanding of positive psychology, you will find ways to grow both personally and professionally. No matter what your role is within your district, when you bring your best self to work, you are empowered to create a school culture of positivity and interconnected happiness. Start spreading the orange today!

OUTCOMES
Create a happy, healthy and engaged learning community.
Provide a sustainable approach to improve performance and fuel success at the individual, team and organization level.

NO MATTER YOUR ROLE IN THE DISTRICT; YOU CAN SPREAD THE ORANGE!
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Schaumburg SD54 Happiness Summit: https://youtu.be/SnuXnKAizkA
Lincoln Prairie Orange Frog Challenge: https://youtu.be/t3PHD2Cj7jk
Boone County Adventures of Spark: https://youtu.be/OIOkM7DyMFY
Boone County Schools Sparking Happiness - excerpt: https://youtu.be/gn-oWxBY8X4
Orange News Network: Cardinal School: https://vimeo.com/192225086/f91a095a4f
AASA National Conference on Education: https://youtu.be/Une0BcXu0og
Western Dubuque Community Schools: ABC Affiliate News Program